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En flod skal være i bevægelse
At the age of twelve, the author was diagnosed with depression by
a psychiatrist.
At the age of twenty, the same psychiatrist prescribed her drugs
and warned her that she would likely be taking them for the rest
of her life.
Marstrand-Jørgensen chose to take matters into her own hands and
investigate alternative treatments and therapies. It quickly became
clear to her that there is no one solution to depression, in the same
way that there is no one way of understanding it. Does it stem from
childhood or genes? Is it existential or spiritual? What is pain and
can we ever truly understand the pain of others?
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A River Must Move is a series
of intimate conversations
with various experts on the
complexities of anxiety and
depression.
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Books from Denmark is a new initiative
from the Danish Arts Foundation, taking
over from the previous publication,
Danish Literary Magazine. Twice a year,
Books from Denmark will present a ‘right
now’ selection of the best and most
interesting Danish fiction, non-fiction and
Children and Young Adult literature. All
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Literary Project Funding, with literary
quality as the key selection criteria.
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